Graduation Climaxes Term

By Sandra Kasiewicz

The 35th graduating class at St. Casimir High will don their caps and gowns for the last time on June 12, Holy Name Sunday. The 38 seniors will begin their commencement participation in the holy sacrifice of the Mass celebrated by Rev. Joseph Kasiewicz, pastor.

Following the Mass Father Kasiewicz will distribute the diplomas to the graduates. The guest speaker will be Rev. Thomas Breeschnahan, pastor of St. Joseph Church.

Fr. Breeschnahan is also the director of the Gabriel Rich- er Leadership Course, a volunteer organization designed to teach the various techniques and skills of effective leadership. Pre-commencement exercises included a farewell dance plus skits, plays and programs in honor of the seniors.

During the activities the freshmen class took the graduates on a surprising journey through their high school years; the sophomores gave them a guided world tour while juniors offered the programs with a glimpse in the future. Highlighting the week of activities is Awards Night, June 9, in recognition of high achievements in the fields of scholarship, leadership and service awards will be presented to the distinguished students.

Fr. Kasiewicz will bestow the certificates, acknowledgments and trophies earned. Appropriate speeches will be given by the Co-Valleldilians Thomas Wozniak and Christine Curlylo and Salutatorian David Jatzek.

Federal Enrichment Program Provides SCH Summer Courses

By Charles Bender

Although June 15 will mark the final dismissal of classes, the halls of the school will continue to re-echo the sounds of students. St. Casimir School, along with 16 other non-public schools and 100 public schools in Detroit will take part in the Greater Cities School Project.

Students To Study, Work, Travel

By Kashi Grabs

The bittersweet mosquitoes, the over-packed suitcases, the hot and humid days, and the chows at stops rallies all add up to the best season of the year—the good of summertime.

Summer won't be all "fun and games" for more than half the students this year, since part-time employment will take most of their time. As many as forty students will attend summer school for their own enjoyment and enrichment. Charles Bender and Casimir Solczyk will probably travel the farthest, to seek knowledge. National Science Foundation grants have made it possible for Charles to study physics at Indiana University, and Casimir, math, at Southern Illinois University.

John Indy and Joyce Bajer will continue their orchestral classes at Wayne State University. Freshmen Pat Malicki, Barbara Sloczka, Gloria Cordy and Victoria Rady will attend a two-week newspaper workshop sponsored by the Detroit Press Association.

Approximately seventy students and their families will go vacationing. Among those traveling to Mexico will be Diane and Hector Villarreal, Lydia Herrera, Sofia Hooze, Joely and Virginia Trevino, Teresa Garcia, Magdalena Hernandez, and Shelia Cocks.

Beautiful northern Michigan has not lost its popularity and twenty-five students will be heading in that direction for outdoor fun and relaxation. Probably the most exciting trip will be taken by Regina Ronzniak and her family. They have made plans for a tour of Europe. First on their agenda will be a visit to their relatives in Poland. Charity, kindness, and self-satisfaction are the main reasons why Kathy Kupka, Marsha Schmitt, Joanna McDonnell, Betty Kless, Julie Wozniak, Pat Draggona, Alicia Ramirez, Gloria Cordy, Nancy Kranowski, Nancy Szewczyk, Kathleen Reynolds, Pat Malicki and Maritza Ramirez will be spending the summer months doing volunteer work. The girls will offer their services as "candy strippers" in hospitals and volunteer aids at many youth recreation centers.

Seniors Receive Grants, Funds

Among the 30 per cent of the graduating seniors who will pursue higher education are several scholarship recipients.

Christine Curlylo was awarded a scholarship from the Michigan Competitive Scholarship Test and a grant from Madonna College. Richard Curlylo received a scholarship from the MCST and was accepted for the General Motors Co-op Plan by the Cadillac Division. Richard Seiner also was chosen by the GMI plan with additional help from the MCST.

David Jatzek received a grant from the MCST and scholarships from both the University of Michigan and the University of Detroit. Thomas Wozniak was awarded a grant to the University of Detroit.

Special grants were awarded to Mary Jo Gawler, Pat Kless, and Pat Szewczyk through the recently-presented law granting aid to private institutions of higher learning. The girls will attend Madonna College.

Diane Fritz is the recipient of a special scholarship to study Cosmetology at John Williams beauty school.

Decorations for the senior fair were centered about an oriental theme, suggested by the title "Sapara," Underclassmen (l. to r.) Evelyn Dillon, Diane Villarreal, Diane Ganke, Julie Wozniak, Pat Kuchta and Barbara Dabrowski.

Farewell, Seniors

Dear Graduates of SCH!

Congratulations! You've reached a milestone in your life. Now, equipped with basic knowledge, encouraged by your parents, inspired by the faculty, counseled by the parish priests, and endowed with God’s grace, go out and "let your light shine."

As you leave SCH, clasp the hand of the Blessed Mother and never let go. May Her protection and the grace of God sustain you through life and help you reach your final goal—heaven.

Sister Mary Ephemina

Thanks to all!

Graduates Class of 1966

Patrons
St. Thomas Aquinas Church
Green & White
Yellow
Green & black confections

We have nailed the sea of burnings. Let us sail into the joy of life.
SCH Gift

Casimir Clippings

Casimir Clippings

Brother Edmund, and his Cathedral sodality members came to SCH June 7 for an informal discussion concerning the upcoming SCSA, to be held at the St. Peter hikes, July 2439. A goodtime completed the evening.

To celebrate the first baseball championship in several years there will be an athletic banquet held, June 6 in the school cafeteria. Highlighting the evening will be the presentation of letters and rings to the baseball and basketball players, and the cheerleaders.

Charles Bender and Sofia Hamon have been announced as co-editors of the 1967 Casimirite staff. Page editors will include Kashi Grabs, John Indy and Betty Kless. Rita Ronzniak will serve as business manager.
Ah, Sweet Memories

By Chris Curry

Co-Valedictorian

As the school year draws to an end, no one is made aware of the fleeting youthfulness than the prospective graduate. Here, at SCH, this will be particularly true.

With the inevitable countdown to a running start, a surge of newly-stashed memories have begun to surface. Countless schools in reboots throughout Room 303 express a similar sentiment — "Was it really four years?"

Unbelievable as it seems, the answer to this interrogation is quite obviously of a positive nature. Situated here, at the head of that famous twosome, we take the first of many forthcoming glanced back.

1963 —

"That first day was really a whopper. Yes, we're going to do it..."

"Sure do, my hair flapped — made Phyllis Diller’s look like a coiffure by Masters..."

"No argument there."

"At least I know which side of the desk I’m on."

"And freshman elections... I voted twice."

"For T. and K."

"What?"

"He’s in our Shakespearian play — the time we used Lydia’s shoes for Caesar’s feet."

"Speaking of plays... Did Tommy look ridiculous in those frocked pants?"

"He sure did!"

"No lie. She and Sheila both."

"Yeah, some pair."

"Boy, but that last day was the worst. I hope Diane doesn’t shed a tear this year. We’ll need an ark... she can make even Neptune bow down."

1964 —

"This year went by the fastest."

"Tommy could have passed for Aunt Jemima’s twin sister at our Halloween dance."

At least Sister Seraphina never caught me primping in the mirror during geometry class.

"When?"

"The time she said you can’t make an American Beauty cut of aactus."

"Yuh! Yuh!"

"We had a play that year... didn’t we?"

"Yep. That was the time Beverley played Zingarella and Cora Wallace’s dress."

"And our junior—year—what a riot!

"Junior-senior ring day sure was nice — Maggie did wonders with that Spanish dance... and Wallace was terrific."

"Remember those horrid World History assignments... like writing epitaphs or interviewing ministers? Do you, John?"

"I don’t know about the epistles, but don’t knock the minister—I got an A for that."

"Didn’t Ron’s glasses go out of play for the seniors crack you up?"

"No lie. She and Sheila both."

"Yeah, some pair."

"Boy, but that last day was the worst. I hope Diane doesn’t shed a tear this year. We’ll need an ark... she can make even Neptune bow down."

1965 —

"This year went by the fastest."

"Tommy could have passed for Aunt Jemima’s twin sister at our Halloween dance."

"Lynn, Virginia, Marlo, and Maggie were knockouts at our homecoming—wish we had Dave."

"Sure was nice of Sister Euphemia to put up with us all the way to Lansing."

"Life’s a walking shadow Life’s but a talk..."

"A broken record."

"No, just Gerry Suhon re-echoing his Macbeth."

"Remember the term papers..."

"After writing bibliography cards five times, how can I forget?"

"I still can’t agree... Lady Macbeth didn’t really see the blood."

"Yes she did."

"No she..."

"Enough enough... or I’ll send you out into the desert as the Jews."

"Are you quoting?"

"Sure am—boy that was a good one on our illustrious teacher. She told us we’d have to eat lunch like the Jews in the classroom, forgot the key, and made us all late for Sister Corinne’s English class."

"The prom sure was something to lock in our memories!"

"Not only the prom, Tad, but everything we’ve experienced or learned through these four years. I think we’ll all..."

"Don’t let’s start now, graduation’s coming close enough as it is... and so’s Diane."

A Graduate’s Prayer

Lord Jesus Christ, Divine Master and Teacher, grant we beseech you that this period of academic training, which today is brought to a close for us, the class of 1966, may always bear abundant fruit in helping us conform our lives to your own.

Elevated by thy saving grace, may we think rightly, will firmly, and act wisely, so that we will come to see the universe through thine eyes. May the Wisdom and Love of Truth engendered in us by your instrument, the school, be the beginning and end of our every conscious act.

May we design to bestow on our minds, dole out to the teachings of the infallible Church, a desire to spread thy Kingdom on earth.

Through Thine and in Thee, Who art the Incarnate Way, Truth, Life, and Eve may there be fulfilled in us for time and eternity the words of St. Paul: "I live now not I, but Christ lives in me."

S.M.J.

Class of 1966: Who’s Who?

Most Poised — Pat Szwarczyk
Most Scholarly — David Jatzack
Best Dressed — John Jastrow
Most Musical — Wallace Marlowe
Most Handsome — Richard Curry
Most Unpredictable — Beverly Kehoe
Most Practical — Mary Jo Gowle, Sheila Seibert
Most Courteous — Gregory Tabaczy
Most Likely to Succeed — Jim Gruba
Quietest — Lawrence Reynolds
Friendliest — Marisa Ramarie
Most School Spirit — Tom Wozniak, Lynn Nelson
Best Speaker — Rich Simon
Best Dancers — Bob Chote, Maggie Hernandez
Most Outgoing in Service — Pat Kies
Most Neatest — Bettie Milko
Most Outstanding Leader — Tom Wozniak
Most Likely to Be Missed — Tony Conant
Best Athlete — Stanley Fleroy
Most Carefree — Gerald Gery
Nicest Eyes — Virginia Trevino
Best All Around — Chris Curry

Valedictory

What are we? Intelligent, well-balanced, Christian young adults—the product of four years of training in accordance to St. Casimir tradition. We are a mixture of the different cultures, teachers, family backgrounds, and that warm Casimir atmosphere.

Our well-rounded character is a blend of various ingredients:

Father Karasiewicz and Father Oberc, through whose unflagging guidance, prayers, and counseling we all have benefited.

Of Sister Mary Euphemia and the faculty, who gave us the pocketbook recipe to success—prayer, study, and patience.

Of our classmates and friends, who provided us with the humorous, serious, sad, and wonderful memories that will last a lifetime for us.

Of St. Casimir High, which has been our home and life all through high school. Although our cheers might only be an echo in the gym and our voices might be fading in the classroom, our hearts shall always be there. Behind its walls we have been transformed into mature young adults.

Thank you, all of you, for providing us with the formula to a profitable future, here and hereafter.

The Viking Staff

Ye Olde Ed Signs Off...

If any of our readers are four-year staff members like Tom, Chris, and myself, this last issue of the school year will make them as sentimentals as we are. But in the midst of all our miseries we hope not to fail in extending our deepest appreciation to those who have worked so closely with the staff throughout the year.

To Sister M. Euphemia, who allowed the staff to invade the private office to plague her incessantly with questions and who took such a vibrant interest in our activities.

To Sister M. Corinne, our advisor, without whom we would have never been able to produce the fine, professional school paper we have here.

To the entire faculty who so patiently put up with constant interruptions of annoying queries, and even smiled.

To all the patrons and advertisers without whom our paper just wouldn’t exist.

To the student body who read, criticized, and accepted criticism and responded enthusiastically.

To the American Publishing Company who helped us beat deadlines and who gave our paper: such a professional look.

To our parents for their choice of schools, because if it weren’t for them, we wouldn’t have had happy memories of SCH.

Fat Kies, Editor

Courtsey Honor

The Courtesy Honor Roll Announced

The Courtesy Honor Roll for the 1966-1967 school year has been announced by the faculty.


Sophomores: Catherine Brodsky, Sally Dodzinski, Nelly Gutt, Mary Lou Hanson, Mary Jo Gowle, Kimberly Lavo- zana, Geraldina Martin, Conni Frazell, Mercedes Rodriguez, Marsha Schmidt, Lorraine Zal- kolowski, Lawrence Mercelh, Roman Pizazz, John Szniaz, Jim Barrows, David Hatch, John Indyk, Thomas Linn, David Pavlick, Robert & Rachael Wozniak, Linda Boldikar, Beatrice Esquivel, Kathi Grub, Rose- mej, Gabriela Grunewald, Betty Ann Kies, Eileen Malecze, Mary Straka, Rita Ramarzke, Soha Harro.

Class of 1966: Who’s Who?

Most Poised — Pat Szwarczyk
Most Scholarly — David Jatzack
Best Dressed — John Jastrow
Most Musical — Wallace Marlowe
Most Handsome — Richard Curry
Most Unpredictable — Beverly Kehoe
Most Practical — Mary Jo Gowle, Sheila Seibert
Most Courteous — Gregory Tabaczy
Most Likely to Succeed — Jim Gruba
Quietest — Lawrence Reynolds
Friendliest — Marisa Ramarie
Most School Spirit — Tom Wozniak, Lynn Nelson
Best Speaker — Rich Simon
Best Dancers — Bob Chote, Maggie Hernandez
Most Outgoing in Service — Pat Kies
Most Neatest — Bettie Milko
Most Outstanding Leader — Tom Wozniak
Most Likely to Be Missed — Tony Conant
Best Athlete — Stanley Fleroy
Most Carefree — Gerald Gery
Nicest Eyes — Virginia Trevino
Best All Around — Chris Curry

Last Days at SCH

Lynn, Virginia, Marlo, and Maggie were knockouts at our homecoming—wish we had Dave.

Sure was nice of Sister Euphemia to put up with us all the way to Lansing.

"Life’s a walking shadow Life’s but a talk..."

"A broken record."

"No, just Gerry Suhon re-echoing his Macbeth."

"Remember the term papers..."

"After writing bibliography cards five times, how can I forget?"

"I still can’t agree... Lady Macbeth didn’t really see the blood."

"Yes she did."

"No she..."

"Enough enough... or I’ll send you out into the desert as the Jews."

"Are you quoting?"

"Sure am—boy that was a good one on our illustrious teacher. She told us we’d have to eat lunch like the Jews in the classroom, forgot the key, and made us all late for Sister Corinne’s English class."

"The prom sure was something to lock in our memories!"

"Not only the prom, Tad, but everything we’ve experienced or learned through these four years. I think we’ll all..."

"Don’t let’s start now, graduation’s coming close enough as it is... and so’s Diane."
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We'll Be Always True

SC High School

Days of toil

Hours of pleasure

Moments, too, of fear

In our future years

Make the memories We shall treasure

Rah! Rah! Rah!
We Have Sailed the Sea of Learning:

Dedicated... Inspired... the faculty serves as guiding beacons of light amid the darkness of ignorance; the sharks of adolescence ready to devour... Sister M. Corinne, English; Sister M. Thelma, Latin; Sister M. Euphemia, principal; and Miss J. Smith, math; Sister M. Joachim, science; Sister M. Annsa, librarian, and Sister M. Dolores, music, English, world history, in the guidance of Sister M. Jude, business teacher, ethics.

Emily Hernandez
Politely... silent... reserved... a strong adversary of actions, not words... thankful for the joy of peace... "Well-timed silence hath more eloquence than speech."

Wallace Mardeus
Unassuming... appreciative... polite... musically inclined... enjoys making others laugh, smiles... "Soft is the music that charms forever."

Leiha Sikes
Vigorous... unassuming... interested... fond of frankness, courage... willing to give the sacrifice of time, effort... "Work and thou shall win the day."

Vivien Dinkley
Active... unassuming... interested... fond of frankness, courage... willing to give the sacrifice of time, effort... "Work and thou shall win the day."

Sheila Eagan
Oriental... petite... pretty... a blossom of friendship, interest... "Through her windows, he saw laughter and compassion."

Magdalena Hernandez
Outgoing... congenial... tactful... talented on the dance floor... a flower of grace, kindness... "Do unto others as you would have others do unto you."

David Makushi
Quick-witted... persistent... sporty... excelling in baseball, football... a mind bent toward the mechanical... "Stands upon the rolling, restless stones."

Stanley Faw
Energetic... versatile... generous... a unsurpassable athlete, sportsman... giving with perseverance, drive... "Victory belongs to the persevering."

Beverly Richner
Generous... willing... friendly... a faithful companion... ready to comfort, console, aid... "Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties and to bear ourselves"

Marion Ramirez
Optimistic... quiet... filled with contentment... ready and willing to give the gift of self... "Lord make me an instrument of your peace"

Lavonne Reynolds
Kind... thoughtful... calm... existing in the simplicities of reality, life... a helping hand stretched to aid in work, play... "I will make you fishers of men."

Walter Strickley
Mannerly... gentle... considerate... a disliking punctuation... blessed with a headful of dark wavy locks... "The just man shall flourish like a palm tree."

Gerald Suchan
Reflective... unobtrusive... ambitious... delights in math, learning... eager to get ahead, progress... "The law of his God is in his heart and his steps do not falter."

Richard Suchan
Quiet... retiring... unburdened... exercising a sense of encouragement to classmates, friends... "The righteous shall rejoice in the Lord and trust in him."

Patricia Stasney
Enthusiastic... vital... discreet... considerate of people and their worries... helpful in every attempt... "And the King will greatly desire your beauty for he is the Lord your God."

Leonard Sawoda
Helpful... graceful... considerate... a prime example of courtesy, lightheartedness... "Behold how good and pleasant it is for brethren to dwell in unity."
Let Us Seek the Isle of Life

We have sailed the sea of learning from the straits of frustration. From the dangers of ignorance, from the terrors of vacillating indecision. We have survived the rapidity of temptation and conquered battles with pride. We have calmed the turbulence within us with supplies from beyond. Knowledge to pilot the flux and the tide; faith to penetrate the depths and the darkness; friendship to radiate warmth in the chill sea air; leisure to secure the tranquility of order.

Dewhurst to ripple the waters of stagnation. Wisdom to seek the Recess of peace and joy. We have sailed the sea of learning, leaving the restrictions of constrictive strains in our wake. We have launched the boat, committed to fulfillment. Let us not rest in the crest of aimless existence; let us fix our compass on the One Guiding Light. Let the Infinite be our only Keeper. Let us confidently seek the Isle of Life.

We have smiled the sea of unrelenting energy. "Any good I can do, let me do it now."

We have sailed the sea of learning from the straits of frustration. From the dangers of ignorance, from the terrors of vacillating indecision. We have survived the rapidity of temptation and conquered battles with pride. We have calmed the turbulence within us with supplies from beyond. Knowledge to pilot the flux and the tide; faith to penetrate the depths and the darkness; friendship to radiate warmth in the chill sea air; leisure to secure the tranquility of order.

Mirth to ripple the waters of stagnation. Wisdom to seek the Recess of peace and joy. We have sailed the sea of learning, leaving the restrictions of constrictive strains in our wake. We have launched the boat, committed to fulfillment. Let us not rest in the crest of aimless existence; let us fix our compass on the One Guiding Light. Let the Infinite be our only Keeper. Let us confidently seek the Isle of Life.

We have smiled the sea of unrelenting energy. "Any good I can do, let me do it now."

We have sailed the sea of learning from the straits of frustration. From the dangers of ignorance, from the terrors of vacillating indecision. We have survived the rapidity of temptation and conquered battles with pride. We have calmed the turbulence within us with supplies from beyond. Knowledge to pilot the flux and the tide; faith to penetrate the depths and the darkness; friendship to radiate warmth in the chill sea air; leisure to secure the tranquility of order.

Mirth to ripple the waters of stagnation. Wisdom to seek the Recess of peace and joy. We have sailed the sea of learning, leaving the restrictions of constrictive strains in our wake. We have launched the boat, committed to fulfillment. Let us not rest in the crest of aimless existence; let us fix our compass on the One Guiding Light. Let the Infinite be our only Keeper. Let us confidently seek the Isle of Life.

Let us seek the Isle of Life.
Crescents Take Metro-Division Diamond Title

The Story of Champs...

By John Indyk

It has been a dry spell of ten long years since a Crescent team last brought a championship to St. Cozimir, but the drought has ended this season.

"The '66" Crescent squad clinched the Metro-Catholic Baseball Title after weeks of strategic coaching by Stanley Zelek. The road to victory started with the Crescents’ all-important first win over St. Elzabeth. Stanley Plewa struck out a total of 17 and Tony Conant, John Struma, and Corey Schonak contributed 3 RBIs.

Victory number 2 came against Patroon of St. Joseph, with the Crescents winning 7-2, and Stan Plewa striking out 14. The diamond men won their third game against St. Elzabeth by a score of 6-2, with Plewa striking out 13. The closest game of the season was a 2-1 win over St. Martin. Stan Plewa struck out 6 and knocked in 2 RBIs.

A 6-3 triumph over Annunciation chucked up number 4. Tony Conant and Gary White shooed three hits each. Novelli's was beaten 5-2, with Stan Plewa striking out 16. Victory number 8 was won on a forfeit over St. Leo.

The end of a perfect season came with the 13-6 Rout of St. Cyril. The bats were really booming. Gary White bungled out two hits and four RBIs.

San Plewa got two hits and three RBIs. Tony Conant smashed three hits and two RBIs, and Bob Chote contributed two hits. Stan Plewa struck out 14.

In his eight victories, right-handed pitcher Stan Plewa struck out a total of 73 batters and racked up seven hits.

The booming bats of Tony Conant and Stan Plewa fine fielding by Corey Schonak and superb catching by Ray Campos were decisive factors in the victory title.

For their championship showing, Conant, Campos and Plewa have gained recognition on the All-City team.

Crescent Averages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All Hits</th>
<th>RBI</th>
<th>Ave.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Plewa</td>
<td>Pitcher</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Conant</td>
<td>1st base</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Chote</td>
<td>2nd base</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary White</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ricks Funeral Home

7100 Michigan at Cleavel

Detroit 10, Michigan

W. J. Ricks, Director

Green Lanes

Open Bowling
Sat. 3-G $1.00

Congratulations to the Class of 1966!

The Juniors

Phil’s Quality Meats

5402 20th
Detroit, Mich.

God’s blessings to the Graduates! CASMIERTE staff

Drootz Dilettansens

16800 West Warren Ave.

L.U. 47433

Drober, Waagen

NOVELTY HOUSE

WHOLESALE

TOYS • NOVELTIES

STUFFED ANIMALS FOR KIDS

15343 Ringer

Detroit 12, Mich.

KULIK FLOWER SHOP

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

5600 CECIL St.

Access from St. Andrew Parish

Buddie Rostosky Photographers

4577 Rego Road (off Long Beach)

Detroit 12, Mich.

Compliments of a Friend

Tony’s Market

The Home of Fresh Pork

Home-Made Sauces

15343 Ringer

Detroit 12, Mich.

Best Wishes to the Graduates

From

Kathy Sawida, ’67